Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - Business Insider
By Miriam Berger TEL AVIV (Reuters) - Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the... even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

InMode Promotes Yair Malca as New CFO
17 October 2017 - CNBC
LAKE FOREST, Calif., Oct. 17, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- InMode Ltd. announced today that it has appointed Mr. Yair Malca to the role of CFO....... University and a BA in in Accounting and Economics from Haifa university. About InMode
InMode's technological advancements have become the

Kaspersky in focus as US-Russia cyber-tensions rise
12 October 2017 - Breitbart
Washington (AFP) – The security software firm Kaspersky has become the focal point in an escalating conflict in cyberspace between the... and-and mouse game – But Gabriel Weimann, a professor at Israel's University of Haifa and author who has written on cybersecurity, said it may

G. Willi-Food Announces Change in Management
16 October 2017 - Seeking Alpha
YAVNE, Israel, October 16, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- G. Willi-Food International Ltd. (WILC) (the Company" or "Willi-Food"), a global company... Exchange. Mr. Kaplan holds a BA (Accounting & Economic) from Haifa University and MBA (Business Administration) from Tel-Aviv University.

Goodman: 'You see the old man. But the client is the traumatized boy.'
8 October 2017 - The Palm Beach Post
There was a picture of an old man, the face lined, his eyes lidded like teardrops. Next to it was a picture of the boy he was when maybe 8......, who is pursuing a Ph.D. in Holocaust Studies at the University of Haifa. Given survivors’ experience, it’s not surprising that, beyond

Is it possible to catch diabetes?
At one time, infectious diseases used to decimate human populations — catching something such as cholera or smallpox was usually a death... pain. A 2017 study by the University of Colorado and the University of Haifa in Israel, published in Scientific Reports, found that heart

**Report: Most Israeli Universities Penalize Reservists**

**18 October 2017 - The Jewish Press**

Photo Credit: IDF IDF reservists The majority of institutions for higher learning in Israel opt not to provide their students who serve... reserve service. The only universities who offer this consideration are Haifa University and the Technion. The report also highlights the

**Israel In Quandary On Future Of Iran Deal**

**10 October 2017 - The New York Jewish Week**

"Fix it" option may be Netanyahu’s best play. changed,” said Ehud Eiran, a political science professor at Haifa University. “When Jerusalem or the military calculates how they approach

**Slowly but Steadily, Israeli Arabs Warm to the Jewish State**

**19 October 2017 - Mosaic**

During the recent holiday of Sukkot, Khalil and Raheem Bakly—Arab Israelis living in the town of Upper Nazareth—built a sukkah outside... dinner for a scholarship fund to help Palestinians and Israeli Arabs attend Israel’s Haifa University. . . . Needless to say, that does far

**Sleep lab links alcoholism, mood to sleep**

**5 October 2017 - The Brown Daily Herald**

Lab collaborates with neuroscience department to conduct experiment, study sleep patterns on this connection, Visiting Professor Tamar Shochat of the University of Haifa statistically showed that certain sleep behaviors correlated

**Saudi view of Trump’s new Iran approach “identical’ to Israel’s**

**15 October 2017 - The 5 Towns Jewish Times**

King Salman praised Trump in a phone call for his "firm strategy" against Iran. By Ben Lynfield, JPOST Saudi Arabia’s reaction to US... . In the view of Gabriel Ben-Dor, a Middle East specialist at Haifa University, “what the Saudis want from the US is what we Israelis want:

**Thirty-one faculty members honored for scholarship, service**

**8 October 2017 - The University Record**

Editor’s note: The information for this story includes excerpts from the citations written from materials provided by the Rackham School of...... abuse. Nahum-Shani earned Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees from Haifa University and a Ph.D. from Technion-Israel Institute of

**A Nazaret i ragazzi disabili uniscono cristiani e musulmani**

**18 October 2017 - La Stampa**

Storie di convivenza tra credenti in Cristo e islamici. Viaggio in Israele, alla Holy Family School, dove insieme ci si prende cura di... ». Uno è quello che prevede la partecipazione degli studenti universitari di Haifa, Tel Aviv e Gerusalemme a giornate di studio sulla

**Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models**

**17 October 2017 - FashionNetwork.com India**

Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital slimming-down of fashion... , even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

**Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models**

**17 October 2017 - FashionNetwork.com Singapore**

Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital slimming-down of fashion... , even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped
Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
17 October 2017 - FashionNetwork.com
Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital slimming-down of fashion, even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
17 October 2017 - FashionNetwork.com Australia
Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital slimming-down of fashion, even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
17 October 2017 - Asia Pacific Daily - EN
Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital slimming-down of fashion, even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
17 October 2017 - The Malay Mail Online
TEL AVIV, Oct 17 — Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital..., even if labelled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - Reuters India
TEL AVIV (Reuters) - Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital..., even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - ZAWYA UAE
TEL AVIV - Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital slimming-down of..., even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - Thomson Reuters Foundation News
Israel in 2012 became the first country to pass a law requiring advertisers explicitly to identify pictures with photoshopped people *, even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - Zawya [EN]
TEL AVIV - Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital slimming-down of..., even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - NewsDog
TEL AVIV (Reuters) - Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital..., even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - Channel NewsAsia
Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital slimming-down of fashion, even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped
Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - Mail On Sunday
By Miriam Berger TEL AVIV, Oct 16 (Reuters) - Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the... , even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - Daily Mail Online
By Miriam Berger TEL AVIV, Oct 16 (Reuters) - Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the... , even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel targets fashion industry over underweight models
16 October 2017 - Reuters UK
TEL AVIV (Reuters) - Israeli lawmakers want to tighten a ban on the employment of underweight models and on the undeclared digital... , even if labeled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Israel seeks to clamp down on underweight models
16 October 2017 - The Business of Fashion
Proposed changes would allow state authorities to fine agencies and others who flout the law banning the employment of underweight models. , even if labelled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

G. Willi-Food Announces Change in Management
16 October 2017 - Money
Exchange. Mr. Kaplan holds a BA (Accounting & Economic) from Haifa University and MBA (Business Administration) from Tel-Aviv University.

G. Willi-Food Announces Change in Management
16 October 2017 - Le Lezard (EN)
Exchange. Mr. Kaplan holds a BA (Accounting & Economic) from Haifa University and MBA (Business Administration) from Tel-Aviv University.

G. Willi-Food Announces Change in Management
16 October 2017 - PR Newswire - Tactics Magazine
Exchange. Mr. Kaplan holds a BA (Accounting & Economic) from Haifa University and MBA (Business Administration) from Tel-Aviv University.

G. Willi-Food Announces Change in Management
16 October 2017 - Stockhouse
Exchange. Mr. Kaplan holds a BA (Accounting & Economic) from Haifa University and MBA (Business Administration) from Tel-Aviv University.

G. Willi-Food Announces Change in Management
16 October 2017 - WorldNews
YAVNE, Israel, October 16, 2017 /PRNewswire/ — G. Willi-Food International Ltd. (NASDAQ: WILC) (the Company“ or ”Willi-Food”), a global... Exchange. Mr. Kaplan holds a BA (Accounting & Economic) from Haifa University and MBA (Business Administration) from Tel-Aviv University.

G. Willi-Food Announces Change in Management
16 October 2017 - Ariva.de
PR Newswire YAVNE, Israel, October 16, 2017 YAVNE, Israel, October 16, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- G. Willi-Food International Ltd. (NASDAQ:... Exchange. Mr. Kaplan holds a BA (Accounting & Economic) from Haifa University and MBA (Business Administration) from Tel-Aviv University.

G. Willi-Food Announces Change in Management
16 October 2017 - Stockwatch
Exchange. Mr. Kaplan holds a BA (Accounting & Economic) from Haifa University and MBA (Business Administration) from Tel-Aviv University.

Israel Seeks to Clamp Down on Underweight Models
16 October 2017 - The Business of Fashion
Proposed changes would allow state authorities to fine agencies and others who flout the law banning the employment of underweight models. , even if labelled. Yael Latzer, an eating disorder expert at Haifa University in northern Israel, said images of skinny and photoshopped

Rafael Lacava el gobernador emoji
15 October 2017 - Globonoticias24.top
Rafael Lacava recientemente elegido como gobernador del estado Carabobo, según el
Consejo Nacional Electoral y la Asamblea Nacional... realizado por Arik Cheshin, del Departamento de Servicios Humanos de la Universidad de Haifa, según reseña el medio Aurora. De acuerdo a

News Analysis: Tensions may rocket after Israel welcomes U.S. announcement on Iran
15 October 2017 - East Day
Video PlayerClose by Keren Setton JERUSALEM, Oct. 15 (Xinhua) -- Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu welcomed U.S. President... Policies, and an assistant professor of international relations at the University of Haifa. He is also a former assistant foreign policy

From Hong Kong hit Bride Wannabes to the Kardashians and Love Island, what is our fascination with reality TV?
14 October 2017 - South China Morning Post
From its early beginnings with Candid Camera in the late 40s, the genre began its current boom around the turn of the century with... . It was led by Michal Herschman Shitrit and Jonathan Cohen from the University of Haifa in Israel and surveyed 183 viewers about 12 reality

hooked on reality television
13 October 2017 - South China Morning Post (Print Edition)
Why people love - and hate - observing people taking part in shows which can stoke significant controversy
The research, led by Michal Herschman Shitrit and Jonathan Cohen from the University of Haifa in Israel, polled 183 viewers about 12 shows.

Lo que realmente sucedió ese 12 de octubre de 1492 en el "Nuevo Mundo" |
Reporte Indigo
12 October 2017 - Reporte Indigo
Hasta el día de su muerte, Cristóbal Colón seguía convencido que no un Mundo Nuevo era lo que había descubierto, sino una cadena de islas... por Alex Kern, Investigador del Departamento de Historia de la Universidad de Haifa. Al desembarcar Cristóbal Colón y sus hombres en

Twee koppen, acht poten: de lotgenoten van Quinn de kater
12 October 2017 - De Gelderlander
FOTOREEKSMen keek vreemd op toen afgelopen week een kat met vijf poten bij Stichting Zwerfkatten Rijnmond werd binnengebracht. Quinn de... , dus het is des te opvallender dat wetenschappers van de universiteit in Haifa deze tweekoppige variant vonden. Zij denken dat deze mutatie

Kaspersky in focus as US-Russia cyber-tensions rise
12 October 2017 - Dotemirates (EN)
The security software firm Kaspersky has become the focal point in an escalating conflict in cyberspace between the United States and... and-mouse game But Gabriel Weimann, a professor at Israel's University of Haifa and author who has written on cybersecurity, said it may be

好朋友越刻薄、你就越聪明?我大概需要一个谢耳朵...
12 October 2017 - 搜狐公众平台 - 教育
原标题:好朋友越刻薄、你就越聪明?我大概需要一个谢耳朵... You might want to stop rolling your eyes at your friend that is always making snarky sarcastic comments,... ,” Dr. Shamay-Tsoory, a psychologist at the Rambam Medical Centre in Haifa and the University of Haifa told Pucker Mob. 以色列海法医院和海法大学的心理学家莎

Kaspersky in focus as US-Russia cyber-tensions rise — Nigeria Today
12 October 2017 - Nigeria Today
All the news stories as it happens in Nigeria Today - and-mouse game – But Gabriel Weimann, a professor at Israel’s University of Haifa and author who has written on cybersecurity, said it may

阿里巴巴：3年砸150亿美元钻研机器学习、IoT、信息安全
12 October 2017 - 头条新闻_东方头条
阿里巴巴集团 (Alibaba Group Holding Ltd) 于美国股市 10 日盘后宣布成立创新的全球研究计划“阿里巴巴 DAMO 学院”（Alibaba DAMO Academy）。 随着 DAMO 学院的成立，阿里巴巴预计在未来 3 年内投资逾 150...
Bereshit
11 October 2017 - The Jewish Chronicle

"Then the Lord God said to the serpent, 'Because you did this, more cursed shall you be than all the cattle and all the wild beasts: on...

us with visions designed only to excite the ego. Rabbi Dr Lebens is senior research fellow in the philosophy department of Haifa University

In Großvaters Fußstapfen
10 October 2017 - Jüdische Allgemeine

Rotem Lanzman ist Radiologe und organisiert einen Kongress jüdischer Mediziner. Es kommt beispielsweise der Direktor des Rambam-Universitätsklinikums in Haifa, der das weltgrößte Untergrundkrankenhaus vorstellen wird –

Google’s Instant Translation Headsets are Likely Anomalous
10 October 2017 - Dotemirates (EN)

London, Asharq Al-Awsat — With the presence of different accents and vocabularies in the same language, the Guardian newspaper concluded...

" Shuly Wintner, associate professor of computer science at the University of Haifa, quotes an early example of computer mistranslation in

Diplomacia israelí sobre estructura étnica supranacional
9 October 2017 - Foreign Affairs Latinoamérica

Después de la transición hacia una visión más regional, Troy, profesor judío estadounidense y partícipe del Programa Ruderman de la Universidad de Haifa en Israel. Allí se señala que en la última

Google’s translation headphones are here, and they’re going to start a war |
Nigel Kendall - The World News
6 October 2017 - The World News

The aim of much new technology is to remove speech from the process of communication, so the excitement generated by Google’s in-ear...

" Shuly Wintner, associate professor of computer science at the University of Haifa, quotes an early example of computer mistranslation in